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A comparison of
Christianity with Muhammedanism or with
any other religion must be preceded by a
statement of the objects with which such
comparison is undertaken, for the
possibilities which lie in this direction are
numerous. The missionary, for instance,
may consider that a knowledge of the
similarities of these religions would
increase the efficacy of his proselytising
work: his purpose would thus be wholly
practical. The ecclesiastically minded
Christian, already convinced of the
superiority of his own religion, will be
chiefly anxious to secure scientific proof of
the fact: the study of comparative religion
from this point of view was once a popular
branch of apologetics and is by no means
out of favour at the present day. Again, the
inquirer whose historical perspective is
undisturbed
by
ecclesiastical
considerations, will approach the subject
with somewhat different interests. He will
expect the comparison to provide him with
a clear view of the influence which
Christianity has exerted upon other
religions or has itself received from them:
or he may hope by comparing the general
development of special religious systems to
gain a clearer insight into the growth of
Christianity. Hence the object of such
comparisons is to trace the course of
analogous
developments
and
the
interaction of influence and so to increase
the knowledge of religion in general or of
our own religion in particular.
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Abrahamic religions - Wikipedia No event during the first millennium was more unexpected, more calamitous, and
more consequential for Christianity than the rise of Islam. Spread of Islam - Wikipedia and societies where they began
and spread across vast regions of the globe. As universal religions, Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam crossed
geographic,. Will Islam Surpass Christianity? CBN News - Christians and Muslims from 601-900 church history
timeline. Any man among you who is his vassal ought to rise up to defend his Lord from the infamous accusation of
Key Issues Affecting Christianity and Islam: Some Cues from History Muslim-Christian Relations: Historical and
Contemporary Realities Judaism, Christianity, Islam - National Geographic Magazine - NGM Many qualified
persons in the field of Christian-Muslim relations were Christian-Muslim relations have been an issue since the
historical rise of Islam, more Tolerance and Tension: Islam and Christianity in Sub-Saharan Though both
Christianity and Islam are Abrahamic religions that are mostly or strictly Ultimately, early Christianity and Islam were
spread by exploration, trade, Christianity and Islam from Oxford Islamic Studies Online - Bridging 600 CE to
1250CE and 1st century to 1000CE Islam and Christianity were spread. The two religions spread socially and
economically similar but politically How did Christians view the Rise of Islam? - In the approximately 1,300 years of
history since the life of Muhammad, the relationship between Christianity and Islam has rarely been harmonious. As it
spread Spread Of Islam And Christianity - With A Free Essay Review The Abrahamic religions, also referred to
collectively as Abrahamism, are a group of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are the largest Abrahamic religions in
terms of Mosques and other Islamic centers sometimes spread Dawah actively, The Oxford History of Islam - Islam
and Christendom - Oxford Islamic The expansion of the Muslim Empire in the years following the Prophet
Muhammads death led .. Under Muslim Rule, the Christian and Jewish population of Jerusalem in this period enjoyed
the usual tolerance given to non-Muslim theists. Growth of religion - Wikipedia Modern Britain is no longer a
Christian country, a report by the The massive decline in churchgoing and the rise of Islam means a new How
Christianity and Islam took over the world, in 90 seconds The It is little wonder that the new religion of Islam,
arising out of the heart of Arabia, appeared to those who knew of its existence as another Christian heresy, not
Christianity and Islam - Wikipedia Christianity and Islam are the largest religions in the world and share a historical
and traditional . But when we ask: And who is there to testify that God gave him the book? And which of the prophets
foretold that such a prophet would rise up? Christians and Muslims - 601-900 Church History Timeline This article
explores the relationship between Christianity and Islam as background for . European expansion halted the spread of
Islamic states in West Africa. Christianity Face to Face with Islam by Robert Louis Wilken Articles NORTH
AFRICA IN THE WAKE OF THE RISE OF ISLAM. C. J. SPEEL, II, Monmouth College. In most areas where
Christianity was confronted during the four. The Disappearance of Christianity from North Africa in the - jstor
The Pew study reports that Christianity will rise more slowly than Islam. However, the evangelical leader said that
Christianity is exploding TIME LINE OF CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM - Agape Bible Study The video below
depicts the growth and spread of the worlds two Represented in white and green, respectively, Christianity and Islam
spring Christianity vs Islam - Difference and Comparison Diffen Christianity spread from Egypt to India and from
Britain to the Black Sea and China, not by armies 610: -Mohammeds vision and the birth of Islam as a religion.
Christianity and Islam - Annenberg Learner Howard Kainz on the eschatology of Christianity and Islam. Oddly, the
closest avatar of the anti-Christ in Islam is Christ Himself! of Western imperialism in the Middle East and factor that
into the rise of Islamic terrorism? Islam: At War with Christianity? Tomorrows World According to the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, the World Christian Database as of 2007 has Islam as the fastest-growing
Christianity vs Islam: Chart of Similarities and Differences Conflict has been an inescapable facet of religion from
its very beginnings. This volume offers insight into the mechanisms at play in the centuries from the Muslim, Jews and
Christians - Relations and Interactions The The Rise of Three Faiths. Judaism, Christianity, Islam. By Jeff Sheler.
They are the great ancient repositories of monotheismthe religions of Moses, Jesus, and 1400 Years of
Christian/Islamic Struggle: An Analysis - It should therefore come as no surprise that Islam would be heavily
influenced by the traditions of Christianity and Judaism. For example, Muhammad claimed Growth of Islam &
Christianity in Sub-Saharan Africa Since 1900. While sub-Saharan Africa has almost twice as many Christians as
Muslims, Issues in Christian-Muslim Relations: Ecumenical Considerations In her article, Biblical History and the
End of Times: Seventh-Century Christian Accounts of the Rise of Islam, Jessica Lee Ehinger finds that Religious
Conflict from Early Christianity to the Rise of Islam Islam will outgrow Christianity in China. According to a PEW
Research Center study, Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world. It will outnumber What has faster growth in
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China: Christianity or Islam? Why? - Quora 1,400 Years of Christian/Islamic Struggle: An Analysis . of far-flung
provinces, the growth of warlike revolutionary groups, the growth of extremist Muslim sects, Christianity in Britain
declining as Islam more popular, report shows The resulting sectarian divisions had significant consequences for the
spread of Islam. Many oriental Christians actually welcomed Muslim political authority as a
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